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VESAK DAY
UNITED NATIONS OBSERVANCES
"Vesak", the Day of the Full Moon in the month of May, is
the most sacred day to millions of Buddhists around the
world. It was on the Day of Vesak two and a half millennia
ago, in the year 623 B.C., that the Buddha was born. It was
also on the Day of Vesak that the Buddha attained
enlightenment, and it was on the Day of Vesak that the
Buddha in his eightieth year passed away. The teachings of
the Buddha, and his message of compassion and peace and
goodwill have moved millions, and that is why this day is
important to commemorate the birth, the attainment of
enlightenment and the passing away of the Buddha.
The General Assembly recognized internationally the Day of
Vesak to acknowledge the contribution that Buddhism, one
of the oldest religions in the world, has made for over two
and a half millennia and continues to make to the
spirituality of humanity.
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NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK
VOLUNTEERING AUSTRALIA
National Volunteer Week (NVW) is Australia’s largest annual celebration of
volunteering and is held on 16 – 22 May 2022.
The theme for National Volunteer Week 2022 is Better Together. Volunteering
brings people together; it builds communities and creates a better society for
everyone. National Volunteer Week is a chance for all of us to celebrate and
recognise the vital work of volunteers and to say thank you. Together, through
volunteering, we are changing communities for the better. We are, Better
Together.
In honour of National Volunteer Week, Volunteering Australia has released a report
providing evidence that volunteers are essential to Australia’s crisis resilience. The
research examines the volume and breadth of volunteers playing crucial roles in
communities during natural disasters and COVID-19 outbreaks.
With flooding, fires and the ongoing impacts of the pandemic, the past few years
have undoubtedly been tough for all Australians. Holding us up in these times of
crisis are over one million volunteers supporting Australia’s crisis resilience, of
which more than 400,000 work directly in emergency response and relief. Our
nation’s volunteers are the country’s backbone during crisis and emergency.
To read more visit: www.volunteeringaustralia.org
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At Multicultural Aged Care we strongly believe that volunteers are the backbone of our many social support programs such
as Café 94. We have a great culturally diverse team of individuals who we would like to extend our thank you to. Below are
some photos showing the joy you help us bring to our communities and the people within them.
Thank you for your continued dedication and commitment to working for the culturally and linguistically diverse
communities in South Australia, we appreciate you.
"Alone we can do so little, but together we can do so much" - Helen Keller
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WORLD DAY FOR CULTURAL DIVERSITY FOR
DIALOGUE AND DEVELOPMENT
UNITED NATIONS OBSERVANCES

According to the United Nations this day provides us with an opportunity to deepen our understanding of the values of
cultural diversity and to advance the four goals of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity
of Cultural Expressions adopted on 20 October 2005:
- Support sustainable systems of governance for culture
- Achieve a balanced flow of cultural goods and services and increase mobility of artists and cultural professionals
- Integrate culture in sustainable development frameworks
- Promote human rights and fundamental freedoms
These values are aimed at acknowledging further the natural and cultural diversity of the world, and recognizing that
cultures and civilisations can contribute to, and are crucial enablers of, sustainable development.
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WORLD BEE DAY
WORLDBEEDAY.ORG.AU
The main purpose of World Bee Day is to spread awareness

Native bees have co-evolved with our unique native flora
over thousands of years. Some species of plant can only be
pollinated by a particular species of bee. In the absence of
pollination, the plant species cannot reproduce so if that
bee species dies, so too will the plant.

of the significance of bees and other pollinators for our
survival. It aims to work towards safeguarding their

Without bees, ecosystems are at risk:

existence, which still needs to be undertaken. This day is

Bees are keystone species that play a vital role in

an excellent opportunity to put bees at the centre of the

preserving ecosystem health. Bees provide essential

national conversation for a day and encourage actions that

pollination services for plants. Maintaining plant diversity

create more bee-friendly landscapes. Below is a few

supports other essential ecosystem services including

reasons why bees are important:

helping to regulate climate, purify air and water, build soil
and recycle nutrients.

Without bees, our food security is at risk:
Bees are important to our livelihood as they help to

So how can you get involved?

pollinate most of the crops we eat and many that feed

Plant nectar-bearing flowers for decorative purposes

farm animals. Nearly two-thirds of Australia’s agricultural

on balconies, terraces, and gardens.

production benefits from bee pollination. But bee

Buy only Australian made honey and hive products

populations are under threat. Destruction of their natural

Mow your lawn or nature strip in the evening when

habitat, intensive farming practices, and pests and

bees are no longer foraging.

diseases are just some of the complex reasons driving a

Encourage mixed species lawns and nature strips that

decline in both the number and diversity of bees.

include clover and other flowers and allow them to
flower before mowing (and much more).

Without bees, biodiversity is at risk:
There are over 20,000 species of bee that exist globally and

To read more and/or participate in events visit:

Australia is home to around 2,000 species of native bee.

https://www.worldbeeday.org.au/
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It was also high in the sky, when a group of people –
independent to the organisation of the walk – had the
word ‘sorry’ written in the clear blue skies above the
Sydney Harbour Bridge.
Such was the intensity of feeling and support for Stolen
Generations members – many of whom were among the
huge crowd that day.
Today, twenty-three years after the Bringing Them Home
report and twelve years since the National Apology,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children are still 10.6
times more likely than non-Indigenous children to be
removed from their families.
We cannot begin to fix the problems of the present without
accepting the truth of our history. Sorry Day asks us to
acknowledge the Stolen Generations, and in doing so,

NATIONAL SORRY DAY

reminds us that historical injustice is still an ongoing

RECONCILLIATION AUSTRALIA

Torres Islander families, communities, and peoples.

Every year on 26 May, National Sorry Day remembers and
acknowledges the mistreatment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait

source of intergenerational trauma for Aboriginal and

To read more visit: www.reconciliation.org.au

Islander people who were forcibly removed from their families
and communities, which we now know as ‘The Stolen
Generations’.
National Sorry Day is a day to acknowledge the strength of
Stolen Generations Survivors and reflect on how we can all play
a part in the healing process for our people and nation. While
this date carries great significance for the Stolen Generations
and other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, it is also
commemorated by Australians right around the country.
The first National Sorry Day was held on 26 May 1998, one year
after the Bringing Them Home report was tabled in Parliament.
The Bringing Them Home report is a result of a Government
Inquiry into the past policies which caused children to be
removed from their families and communities in the 20th
century.
Following this, in 2000, there was one issue that was high on the
agenda at the Sydney Harbour Bridge walk for reconciliation –
an apology to the Stolen Generations.
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NATIONAL
RECONCILIATION
WEEK STARTS
RECONCILLIATION AUSTRALIA
The dates for NRW remain the same each year; 27 May to 3
June.

These

dates

commemorate

two

significant

milestones in the reconciliation journey— the successful
1967 referendum, and the High Court Mabo decision
respectively.
Reconciliation must live in the hearts, minds and actions of
all Australians as we move forward, creating a nation
strengthened by respectful relationships between the
wider Australian community, and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples.
We all have a role to play when it comes to reconciliation,
and in playing our part we collectively build relationships
and communities that value Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples, histories, cultures, and futures.
To learn more about National Reconciliation Week please
visit: nrw.reconciliation.org.au/about-nrw/
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FESTA DELLA REPUBLICA
BY ITALIA

May 2022

How is Republic Day Celebrated ?
On Republic Day, Italy's president lays a wreath on the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at the Altare della Patria in
Rome. This is followed by a large military parade along Via

Republic Day marks the referendum of 1946, which

dei Fori Imperiali. A highlight of the day is the flyover by

resulted in the creation of the Italian republic.

the Frecce Tricolori when nine Italian Air Force aircraft soar
overhead the parade sending streaks of green, white, and

Republic Day, also known as Festa della Repubblica in

red smoke into the sky. On June 2nd, public offices,

Italian (Festival of the Republic), is a national holiday in

schools and many shops are closed.

Italy on June 2 each year. It celebrates the day when
Italians voted to abolish the monarchy in 1946 so their

Traditionally in the Italian diaspora around the world the 2

country could become a republic. June 2 celebrates the

June, Italian Republic Day is celebrated by gathering

official formation of the Republic of Italy after World War II.

together as a community , celebrating , dancing ,feasting
and encouraging displays of national pride generally.

History of Republic Day

These celebrations can be large gatherings of community

Italy became a nation on March 17th 1861, when most of

members and also family and friends’ gatherings.

the states of the region and the two Sicilies were united
under King Victor Emmanuel II. The father of Italian

Read more: www.theitalianculturalcenter.org

unification was Count Camillo Benso di Cavour, the Chief
Minister of Victor Emmanuel.
Rome stayed under the rule of the Papacy for nearly 10
years and became part of the Kingdom of Italy on
September 20th 1870.
On June 2nd 1946, a referendum on the monarchy led to
the establishment of the Italian republic, and Italy adopted
a new constitution on January 1st 1948. The republic was
formally proclaimed on 6 June 1946.
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DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL
BY CHINA HIGHLIGHTS, EDITED BY AASH SHARMA
The Duanwu or Dragon Boat Festival is celebrated on the fifth day of the fifth month of the Chinese lunar calendar. The
specific date of this celebration changes each year. This year the festival will be held on the 14th of June, with the 3 day
holiday beginning on Saturday the 12th.
The Dragon Boat Festival is said to have originated from the death of a patriotic poet named Qu Yuan. He was exiled during
the Warring States Period of ancient China and drowned himself in the Miluo River on the 5th day of the 5th Chinese lunar
month, when his beloved Chu State fell to the State of Qin. The local people, who admired him, rushed to save him with their
boats - thus starting the tradition of the dragon boat races. When they could not recover his body, locals dropped balls of
sticky rice into the river so that the fish would eat them instead of Qu Yuan's body. This is said to be the origin of zongzi - a
traditional Chinese rice dish made of glutinous rice stuffed with different fillings and wrapped in various leaves.
The story is one of the reasons that many Chinese people believe that the fifth lunar month of the year was unlucky, and that
the fifth day of the month was also unlucky too. At this time of year, with the change of seasons, diseases and illnesses would
become more prevalent. With this in mind, various practices were developed in an attempt to avoid bad luck and get rid of
any misfortune as well as sickness. One common tradition is the hanging of Chinese mugwort and calamus. Mugwort leaves
are used medicinally in China and deters flies and mosquitoes while also giving out a pleasant smell. Calamus is said to have
similar effects and – due to its sword like shape – is said to deter evil spirits too. In addition to the above, Artemisia,
pomegranate flowers, Chinese ixora and garlic have also been used with the same intentions. Poisonous animals such as
snakes, centipedes, and scorpions were also common at this time of year. Therefore, many put pictures of the various
poisonous animals above their doors and stuck needles in them. All of the above warded off evil spirits and ensured good
luck for the rest of the year. These traditions eventually grew bigger over many centuries and transformed into the Dragon
Boat Festival we see today.
There are many variations in the origins and traditions of the Dragon Boat Festival and if you would like to learn more about
this celebration you can access related resources from our MAC Library collection at mac.org.au.
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SHAVOUT STARTS
MYJEWISHLEARNING
Shavuot commemorates the spring harvest and the giving
of the Torah on Mount Sinai. The first determines the ritual
for the holiday, which was one of the three pilgrimage
festivals of ancient Israel, when Israelite males were
commanded to appear before God in Jerusalem, bringing
offerings of the first fruits of their harvest. The second
determines the significance of the holiday for Judaism,
tying it in with the seminal event of Jewish religious
memory, namely the entering into a covenant between
God and Israel, exemplified by Israel’s assumption of
Divine law.
There are a variety of customs that are practiced during
Shavout. An important one is the eating of dairy products
such as milk and cheese. This is a tradition that has been a
significant part of Shavout celebrations. In addition to this
there are also a variety of religious observances and rituals
such as the readings of medieval poems (piyyutim) and the
Book of Ruth.
If you have a Jewish resident and are looking for a Jewish
visitor contact the JCS Community Visitor Scheme. This is
provided by the Jewish Community Services (JCS) located
at 227 Payneham Road, Joslin South Australia 5070. You
can also call them on: 08 8363 5400.
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WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
UNITED NATIONS OBSERVANCES
World Environment Day is the largest global platform for environmental public outreach and is celebrated by millions of
people across the world. This day is an important day to observe as Earth faces a 'triple planetary emergency':
the climate is heating up too quickly for people and nature to adapt;
habitat loss and other pressures mean an estimated 1 million species are threatened with extinction;
pollution continues to poison our air, land and water.
The way out of this dilemma is to transform our economies and societies to make them inclusive, fair and more connected
with nature. We must shift from harming the planet to healing it. It uses social media to help spread information on what
every individual can and should be doing to be more eco friendly and sustainable.
#OnlyOneEarth is the campaign for World Environment Day 2022. It calls for collective, transformative action on a global
scale to celebrate, protect and restore our planet.
To learn more visit: www.un.org/en/observances/environment-day

ONLY ONE EARTH
IN THE UNIVERSE ARE BILLIONS OF GALAXIES,
IN OUR GALAXY ARE BILLIONS OF PLANETS,
BUT THERE IS ONLY ONE EARTH
LET'S TAKE CARE OF IT
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WORLD FOOD SAFETY
DAY
WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION
Safer food, better health
World Food Safety Day on 7 June 2022 will draw attention
and mobilize action to prevent, detect and manage
foodborne risks and improve human health. Spreading
information about the way we can stay safe is vital as
foodborne diseases affect 1 in 10 people worldwide each
year. There are over 200 of these diseases - some mild, but
others deadly.
This year’s theme, “Safer food, better health”, highlights
the role that safe, nutritional food plays in ensuring
human health and well-being and calls for a set of specific
actions to make food safer.
We all have a role to play; whether we grow, process,
transport, store, sell, buy, prepare or serve food, food
safety is in all our hands. And if we work together, we can
all help achieve safer food for better health.
As consumers we can:
Practice safe food handling at home and follow WHO's
Five Keys to Safer Food: keep clean, separate raw and
cooked,

cook

thoroughly,

keep

food

at

safe

temperatures and use safe water and raw materials.
Keep informed and promote food safety. Learn about
food safety and join the #WorldFoodSafetyDay
campaign.
Policy

makers,

food

businesses

and

educational

institutions and workplaces can also play a role in
ensuring food safety. Have a look at the 'Call to action'
page on the World Health Organisations page.
To learn more visit: www.who.int/campaigns/world-foodsafety-day/2022
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PHILIPPINES INDEPENDENCE DAY
NATIONAL DAY
The Philippines, consisting of more than 7,000 separate islands in the western Pacific, declared independence from Spanish
rule over 120 years ago. The Filipino flag was unfurled for the first time on this day June 12 in 1898 at an inspiring
celebration, which also featured the first public playing of the Philippines national anthem. The nation has made great
strides. It’s considered to be an emerging market and a newly industrialized country. Tourism also makes a large impact on
the Philippines economy.
Independence of the Philippines was a mighty feat. On independence day, the sacrifices of the national heroes are
remembered, the country’s sovereignty is appreciated, instilling nationalism in the citizens, as well as celebrating the
culture and tradition of its people. Parades are held nationwide, with participation from the government, and the citizens. As
it is a national holiday, businesses, offices, and schools are closed, and families spend the day in parks, and doing other
celebratory activities. Filipino communities abroad also celebrate with programs, and annual parades.
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QUEENS BIRTHDAY
INFORMATION COLLECTED FROM OFFICE HOLIDAYS
Queen Elizabeth II was born on the 21st of April 1926.
However, her birthday holiday in South Australia is on the
13th of June. It is a moveable feast and public holiday
which traditionally marks the start of the Australian ski
season. This may vary across different states and
territories, as well as different countries as Queen
Elizabeth II is not only the Queen of Great Britain but also
Queen of Australia, New Zealand and 13 of the 50 other
countries in the commonwealth.
On these days, businesses will generally be closed. Shops
may open but observe restricted trading hours.

WORLD ELDER ABUSE
AWARENESS DAY
SENIOR RIGHTS VICTORIA
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (WEAAD) highlights one
of the worst manifestations of ageism and inequality in our
society, elder abuse.
Elder abuse is any act which causes harm to an older
person and is carried out by someone they know and trust
such as a family member or friend. The abuse may be
physical, social, financial, psychological or sexual and can
include mistreatment and neglect.
We highlight the importance of this day as elder abuse
occurs with little recognition or response in many parts of
the world. It is a global social issue which affects the
health, well-being, independence and human rights of
millions of older people.
Read more: elderabuseawarenessday.org.au
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REFUGEE WEEK
REFUGEE COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA
Refugee Week is Australia’s peak annual activity to inform
the

public

about

refugees

and

celebrate

positive

contributions made by refugees to Australian society. The
first Refugee Week events were organised in Sydney in
1986 by Austcare.
Refugee Week provides a platform where positive images
of refugees can be promoted in order to create a culture of
welcome throughout the country. The ultimate aim of the
celebration is to create better understanding between
different communities and to encourage successful
integration enabling refugees to live in safety and to
continue making a valuable contribution to Australia.
2022 Theme – Healing
Australia and the rest of the world have a once-in-alifetime opportunity to hit the reset button on how we
behave towards one another. The importance of human
connections has been underscored by the pandemic and
such lessons can help us in so many ways. Mainstream and
refugee communities alike can draw upon shared hardship
to heal wounds, to learn from each other and to move
forward. Healing can occur through storytelling, through
community and also through realisation of our intrinsic
interconnectedness as individuals.
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The aims of Refugee Week are:
to educate the Australian public about who refugees
are and why they have come to Australia;
to help people understand the many challenges
refugees face coming to Australia;
to celebrate the contribution refugees make to our
community;
to focus on how the community can provide a safe and
welcoming environment for refugees;
for community groups and individuals to do something
positive for refugees, asylum seekers and displaced
people, within Australia but also around the world; and
for service providers to reflect on whether they are
providing the best possible services to refugees.
When is Refugee Week?
Refugee Week in Australia is always held from Sunday to
Saturday of the week which includes 20 June (World
Refugee Day). For 2022, it will be held from Sunday 19 June
to Saturday 25 June.
To learn more visit: https://www.refugeeweek.org.au/
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